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What is categorisation? 

DOG 

CAT 



Novel out-of-
category 

...	

Testing categorisation 

Novel  
in-category 

Longer looking indicates categorisation 

Infants look longer to novel stimuli after 
familiarisation (e.g. Houston-Price & Nakai, 2004) 



BUT 

How often do infants experience a learning 
environment structured a priori by an adult? 

Rarely, outside the lab! 

Infants are curious, and structure 
their own learning environment 

What mechanisms could 
drive this curiosity? 



Intrinsic motivation: acting for enjoyment, not 
instrumental value (Ryan & Deci, 2000) 

Increase predictability? (e.g., Oudeyer et al., 2007) 

But what’s the mechanism?  

Attraction to novelty? (e.g., Thrun, 2005) 

Computational Reinforcement Learning 

Finding structure in noise? (e.g., Schmidhuber, 2013)  

Maximise competence? (e.g., Oudeyer et al., 2007) 

Largely agnostic as to psychological plausibility 
of these mechanisms (e.g., Oudeyer & Kaplan, 2007) 



If we can capture infant 
categorisation results in a 

model… 

Then let that model learn 
via curiosity… 

Neural networks capture infant 
behaviour with physiologically plausible 
mechanisms 
 

…the stimuli the model chooses and the 
mechanism by which it does so can tell us 
something about how infants learn via curiosity 



Experiment 1 
capture existing categorisation data 

“Same items, different order” 

Mather & Plunkett (2011) 



Leg length 

Neck length 

5 possible values for each feature 

Tail thickness 

Ear separation 

Stimuli vary systematically on 4 features 



Perceptual distance: mean Euclidean distance 
(ED) between feature values of successive 

stimuli 

Max distance 
24 orders w/  

highest mean ED 
 

Min distance 
24 orders w/  

lowest mean ED  

Two training conditions 

Calculate all 43,200 permutations of 
stimulus order 



Prototype 
novel features, 

category-central 

Peripheral 
familiar features, 

category peripheral 

Test: Novelty preference 
babies look longer to less 

familiar stimulus 



chance 

* 

*p = .056 

Categorisation in max distance 
condition 



Autoencoder model  

Hidden 

Error = target – output 

Adjust weights  
based on error 

Reproduces input patterns (what it sees) on output 
layer (how it represents this) by minimising 

discrepancy between the two 

–	



Model inputs/targets 

15mm 

52mm 

27mm 

5mm 

Use real values as per M&P 

Normalise within 
features across stimuli 

[0.27, 1, 0.22, 1] 

l n t e 



Can we model categorisation? 

Calculate all possible permutations of stimuli 

Four conditions, same 8 stimuli, n = 24 

Max (24 highest ED) Best learning 

Min (24 lowest ED) Worst learning 

Med (24 medium ED) Intermediate learning 

Random (24 random) Intermediate learning 

Mean successive ED for each order 



Model parameters 
learning rate 0.01  

momentum 0.9 Training 
for 20 sweeps or until error < 0.01 

Test 
prototypical -> peripheral 

1 sweep, no learning (no weight updates) 



Best categorisation in max distance 
condition: captures M&P 

*** 

*** 
*** 

*** 

chance (0.5) 

*** 
*** 

*** 



When we maximise difficulty a priori  

Input 

Hidden 

Output …the model and 
babies learn best 

What stimulus 
orders would a 
curious model 
choose? 



Experiment 2: 
Plausible curiosity-based learning 

(1) babies engage with things based on 
 perceptual features of those things… 

…so model should select stimuli based on its 
own internal states 

… so model should select stimuli based on 
perceptual features 

(2) what’s interesting depends on 
 babies’ learning history   



In backprop models, learning is driven by 
updating connection weights 

(t-o)o(1-o) 

The bigger this value, the more learning 

Curiosity as drive to maximise learning 

 Maximising (t-o)o(1-o) could provide 
a curiosity mechanism 

But is it plausible? 



difference between 
actual stimulus 
features and model’s 
representation 

(t-o) o(1-o) 

(1) model should 
select stimuli based 
on perceptual 
features 

(2) model should 
select stimuli 

based on its own 
internal states 

✓	 ✓	

rate of change of 
activation: plasticity 

changes with 
learning 



curiosity = (t-o)o(1-o) 

allow model to choose its own 
stimuli by calculating (t-o)o(1-o) 

for each possible successive 
stimulus and selecting stimulus 

for which it is maximum 



Curiosity-based learning 

Two conditions, n = 24, same 8 stimuli in each order 

Curiosity: next stimulus chosen by maximising 
(t-o)o(1-o) 

Successive ED: next stimulus chosen by 
maximising Euclidean distance 

If, like M&P, maximum difficulty -> optimal learning: 
Successive ED > Curiosity 

If internal states matter: 
Curiosity > Successive ED 



Model parameters 
learning rate 0.01  

momentum 0.9 Training 
for 20 sweeps or until error < 0.01 

Test 
prototypical -> peripheral 

1 sweep, no learning (no weight updates) 



Optimal learning in curiosity condition 

** 

Condition 



What level of difficulty? 

Condition Rank mean ED Frequency 

Successive ED 2/281 15 
14/281 9 

Curiosity 34/281 5 
41/281 18 
50/281 1 

“Goldilocks” effect (Kidd et al.,
2012; 2014’ Twomey et al., 2014) 



Why Goldilocks? 

Curiosity is 
maximum not 

when values of 
t and o are 

maximally or 
minimally 

different… 

| t-o(o)1-o | 

…but instead when the discrepancy 
between t and o is intermediate 



What this tells us 

Our backprop-based 
implementation of 
curiosity… 

•  optimises learning in an 
unstructured environment 

•  curiosity depends on both environmental 
features and the model’s learning history 
– both are important! 



What this doesn’t tell us! 

Here, difficulty = 
perceptual difference. 
Other “Goldilocks” studies  
use different indices (e.g. 
predictability; Kidd et al., 
2012; 2014) 

Unlike many models in the CRL paradigm, 
our model receives no motor input – what 
would happen if it did? 



Prediction 
 

When allowed to explore freely, infants will 
optimise their own learning by choosing 

stimuli of intermediate difficulty? 
 

Currently being piloted with 10mo & 12mo 
infants 



We know that infants’ categorisation can be 
maximised by carefully controlling their 
learning environments (cf. M&P) 

But 

In the real world, curiosity-driven exploration 
may provide a mechanism for generating an 
optimal learning environment 

this 

isn’t 
a l w a y s  possible…. 



Questions? 



Euclidean distance 
√(s – (s + 1))2) 
ED maximum when 
discrepancy between 
successive stimuli is 
maximum	



Like curiosity, maximising mean ED (M&P) 
doesn’t always maximise successive ED 

** 

ns. 



Model comparison 1: curiosity = o(1-o) 

all diffs p < .001** 

Curiosity performs worst when perceptual 
features disregarded 



Model comparison 2: curiosity = t-o 
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p = .089 

ns. 

No advantage for curiosity when internal states 
disregarded 


